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• Packet headers are network diagnostics
• Video content delivery example
• Diagnosing information as it streams
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Talk roadmap:

Takeaway:  Passive monitoring rocks! 
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Passive Measurement in Network Performance

• Tcpdump traces have long been used by experts for network 
analysis while active probes and interface counters provided the 
data in network performance tools

• Past few years have seen more work on tools based on passive 
packet header monitoring or hybrids that mark packets.

• Emerging tools, frequently motivated by importance of DCNs, 
assume co-location with servers, use with particular types of 
switches, availability of both flow directions of a transport stream, 
and/or rely on snagging SYN, FIN, and RST packets

• But packet headers can be captured anywhere and are rich in 
information, much of which is robust under sampling and doesn’t 
require both flow directions of a connection
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Don’t probe, listen

• see everything that applications experience
• cover all the infrastructure applications use
• can be deployed anywhere and everywhere 

without requiring cooperation, coordination, 
additional agents or extra bandwidth.
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Header information (sequence numbers, timestamps, …) 
helps transport endpoints figure out what the network has 
done to their packets. 

Network engineers want to know the same thing. Analyzing 
information from passive packet header capture results in 
diagnostics that:
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Processing Transport Packet Headers

• Diagnostic use of header captures requires:

– understanding the underlying protocols

– an analysis bag of tricks to help hear everything the packets 
have to say

• Extracting data from headers and displaying it on-the-fly is 
harder than post-processing but exposes problems as they’re 
happening.

• Mining all the header information allows a single capture point 
to find different kinds of problems but coherent display of the 
result is challenging.
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Packet Headers have Stories to Tell

seqno and capture time gives connection’s data rate:
no need to see every packet or return path

TSval gives a low resolution time of packet departure from sender;
this scenario indicates delay upstream of the CP
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Transport Connection Path Segments at the CP

• Path performance can be bifurcated relative to CP location
• blue: one-way host-to-CP measures, usually must be relative measurements
• purple: one-way metrics between hosts

• If CP sees both directions of a flow (e.g., at edge), two-way metrics
• red: host-CP round trip measures, matching packets from reverse flows
• purple: CP-to-host metrics, need some info from reverse flows
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Pollere’s Initial Focus: Transport Segment Delay Estimation

• Every packet provides delay estimates for several path segments
• Packet header data can be used to localize delay (relative to CP)
• RTD from matching packets of two-way stream
• Delay from one-way packet flow more difficult, particularly on-the-fly, 

and results in relative measures, i.e. delay variation, DV
• Packet data from two-way stream permits an outbound DV measure
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Isolating Delay Contributors

9

• Moving the CP location splits paths in different places; with multiple CPs delay can 
be localized to isolate delay to either side of it

• TSDE partitions path delays wrt the location of a capture point. E.g., at an ISP edge 
access delay can be isolated from delay to a host inside the network or farther 
upstream (TSDE3)

• Isolating where in the network excessive delay takes place adds a critical capability

end 
point

end 
point

source/location of
delay?

TSDE2

TSDE1

TSDE3
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In the Bag of Tricks: Statistics on the Fly
Use tdigest  algorithm to estimate CDF on the fly.
Below is validation for a bloated long-lived file transfer (courtesy of ESNET), metric is 
delay variation inbound to CP
Box plots are exact statistics. tdigest estimates are shown as yellow stripes and dots. 
Agreement with exact measures is excellent.
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No Need to See Every Packet: Sampling

• Randomly sampled the packet trace at means of 1 in 10, 1 in 50, and 1 in 100. Black 
lines are “every packet” data

• Inbound delay variation statistics remain fairly stable even with decimation by 100
• With heavy hitter sampling in our bag of tricks, even better results might be possible
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From Packet Traces to On-the-Fly Processing

• An independent device for true “anywhere” operation

• Pollere’s current platform is an Atom-based Linux box 
deployed as a “bump in the wire” bridging packets
• can handle bi-directional line rate GigE or full 802.11ac WiFi

• expect a Raspberry Pi could handle a residential link; downlink of 
200Mbps using a 128 byte snaplen requires 2MBps/direction
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Networked Video

• A moving target (not a pun!) Delivery styles, protocols, and 
last mile link rates all changing
• YT dumped flash in 2015, NF use of silverlight going away
• Clean up of implementations, deployment of new protocols
• Measurements show differences in network behavior by client type
• Martin et al (2011) has Netflix and YT measurements focused on bandwidth 

usage that show chunk-based influence on transport and variation by client type
• Delay analysis shows variation in burst strategies employed by video providers 

and that these fare quite differently for different access speeds

• FCC report (as of Dec 2015) via Ars Technica: 
“Out of 102.2 million residential and business Internet connections, 22.4 
million offered download speeds less than 10Mbps, with 5.8 million of those 
offering less than 3Mbps. About 25.1 million connections offered at least 
10Mbps but less than 25Mbps. 54.7 million households had speeds of at least 
25Mbps, with 15.4 million of those at 100Mbps or higher. These are the 
advertised speeds, not the actual speeds consumers receive.”
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About the Experiments

• The data used in this talk was collected via tcpdump at the edge, 
mostly home networks

• Netflix and YouTube videos were run on a variety of clients (Apple TV, 
iPad, Mac laptop, Chromecast) connected via ethernet, Google and 
Apple 802.11ac routers to cable and DSL modems

• Most packet captures were done using the TSDE box as bump-in-the-
wire but two were captured on the client

• Metric shown is mainly one-way server-to-CP delay variation
• Used a proprietary, patent pending method capable of on-line 

operation to extract clocks from the data; older ways exist to do this 
post-processing

• Round trip delays are extracted from two-way packet stream (a known 
technique)
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Netflix: CP inside home network, downlink ~30Mbps
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Server to CP delay variation, 
3/20/16

Two interleaved streams at 3.2Mbps 
each (also smaller streams likely 
audio)

red is round trip delay, blue is downlink delay variation

Here they space neatly at 
10 seconds (doesn’t always 
happen)
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Netflix Video: CP at modem, ~180Mbps downlink

• This Netflix video is from 091116

16

AppleTV client
09.11.16
180Mbps ISP link, 
CP at modem

The video is in multiple 
interleaved flows

Each color is a different flow

Delayed upstream
from CP

Delayed
downstream

~10Mbyte bursts 
at ~23Mbps

Four flows interleave at 
a time



• Netflix video, Chromecast 
client, 10/03/16, Apple wifi

• CP at modem, 180Mbps
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All flows have
same server IP.
No interleaving, 
multiple sequential 
flows

Bursts of ~1Mbyte arrive at 14-15Mbps
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Netflix to chromecast client 10/07/16 
Slower cable connection (40Mbps downlink), google wifi
CP at modem
15 flows, all with same server IP address

Shows queue delay upstream of the CP (from server to modem)

11ms minimum 
RTD CP to server

median variation in delay each 
packet sees over a 10 minute interval

blue flow is active 
here but can’t 
compute delay

an internet 
delay
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Localizing delay for largest stream in 10.07.16 Netflix video

• Setup annotated with median delays below
• Most of the delay variation is in the client network
• Most of the propagation delay is in the internet
• This client network is faster than the cable connection so likely 

to be wifi delay
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Netflix video, 11.02.16, 180Mbps ISP link, CP at modem, iPad client

Four flows interleave

relative spacing shifts over time

at this bandwidth, burst delays 
stay small

Apple Netflix app 
behavior clearly differs 
from Chromecast Netflix 
app



After pre-load with four flows, two flows remain
• blue one is 3.4Mbps overall mostly in 2.5MByte chunks every 4sec bursting to 18Mbps 

(line rate)
• red one is 96Kbps overall in 200KByte chunks every 16 sec sent in 8Mbps bursts. Often 

gets delayed by blue flow
• circles are out of (sequence) order packets

Overall: 26ms minimum RTD to server, 50 microsec to client
• the statistics reflect the delays the red bursts see
• client-to-server delay variation had a median of 1ms
• server to client median delay variation is 2.8ms for blue flow and 6.8ms for red

NF110916, CP on client, HP deskstop running Windows 
10 in Chrome browser, DSL ISP 20Mbps
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quant blue red

25th 2ms 3.7ms

med 3 6.8

75th 6.5 17

server-to-CP delay variation
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NF: Hotel wifi, mac laptop client/CP

blue is server-to-client dv
yellow is holes in seq space
white is out-of-order seq no



detail of 
delay 
variation 
with holes 
and out-
of-orders
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Per-packet Server-to-CP Delay Variation
of Netflix video for a range of experiments

• Serious delays when the delay from the server includes client network (likely to be 
oversubscription in hotel network)

• IQR wider for lower rate downlinks; bursty nature creates more delay with lower 
speeds, bigger bottlenecks 

median values in seconds 
next to box plots
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YouTube: 40Mbps ISP link, chromecast client, 10/08/16

• Blue flow ~880Kbps overall (768Kbps after burst) in bursts
• Burst pattern of one short (~175KB) two long (~1MB) every 20 seconds.
• Arrival at CP up to 50Mbps
• More analysis on next slide

Seven flows from 
same server IP
Server minimum 
RTD is 88ms
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More analysis possible adding sequence numbers

builds 45ms of queue 
upstream of CP

builds to > 90ms of 
delay on client side

• Post-processing packet trace to correlate seqno and ackno with delay
• Ways to use seqno data on-the-fly?
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YT, 180Mbps

• Same YT video, different location:180Mbps ISP link,11ms 
RTD 

• Only opens 5 flows (1 is only briefly active)
• Annotated with sequence space holes and out-of-orders
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YouTube, 180Mbps, Chromecast client, 10/02/16
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• Same YT video, different location:180Mbps ISP link,11ms 
RTD 

• Only opens 5 flows (1 is only briefly active)
• Annotated with sequence space holes and out-of-orders
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Localizing delay for YT10.08.16

Localizing delay for YT10.26.16

CP to client path 
has a large 
delay, could be 
application or 
Google wifi or 
both
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YT: 180Mbps cable, Apple TV client, 01/26/17

• Evidence of preload phase, nine separate flows
• Blue flow is the largest, red next.  Stats are for blue flow
• Red flow is an order of magnitude fewer packets
• Bursts are about 10 seconds apart and compete
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YT: 180Mbps cable, Native TV client, 01/26/17
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• Total of 39 separate flows (aggregated 16 smallest into black dots)
• Most of the flows send 1700-3000 packets, largest flow sends 19K 

packets but no flow lasts very long (4 and 6 min for the two longest)
• Bursts are about 10 seconds apart and compete at overlaps
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Amazon video Air Play to Apple TV 01/26/17

• Some delay on the path caused added delay (visible in the RTD) 
around 6 minutes into the video

• The video streams send 2.6 to 2.7 Mbps and the presumed audio 
sends 134 Kbps
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Amazon Video Air Play to Apple TV 01/26/16
• There was a lot of action on the network, associated with this session
• These two flows were sending data upstream to Amazon servers over 

the entire video, send 268Kbps each
• They use port 443 on servers while video and audio is port 80
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Visual Diagnostics on the Fly

Web GUI Strip Chart of 
Amazon video 01/26/17



Screen shot of web interface
of streamed delay variation, hotel



black dots at 
RTD/2

median delay
variation line

outbound dv: inner
box for 1st and 3rd
quartiles

inbound dv: inner
box for 1st and 3rd
quartiles

host box size relative
to total bytes sent and
received: dark shading 
is proportion sent

Delay Topology Map Diagnostic uses t-digest Quantiles
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Changes each statistics interval:
shows values from a single stats
interval (order 3 to 10 minutes)



Amazon Air Play to Apple TV Delay Topology
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Video Streaming Takeaway

• Video streaming clearly shows the influence of the storage 
and application chunk structure

• Network behavior varies by client application
• Video is not a river of flowing bytes but looks more like big 

ocean waves
• Innocuous looking waves turn ugly when they crash onto 

the beach of small bandwidth ISP tails, end-user wifi 
networks, low-speed device interfaces and other fast-to-
slow pipes

• For high speed provider last mile links, client networks 
become the problem and wifi can be the bottleneck though 
Internet delays still show up
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Passive Measurement Takeaway

• Packet header capture provides rich information (payload 
encryption doesn’t matter) that active probes can’t get

• Inexpensive devices can be used to deploy anywhere
• Opens up the possibility of a great teaching tool as well as a 

general performance tool
• Extracting information from packets on-the-fly is a challenge
• Boiling down per-packet data to useful per-flow information is 

a challenge
• Making sense of that streaming information on-the-fly is a 

visualization challenge
• Challenging yourself is good and should be a big part of 

graduate school, so get to it!
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• Using an Intel Atom™ -based box (from Logic Supply) to bridge Ethernet 
packets and communicate with GUI and management via WiFi

• The WiFi ports could also be used for capture
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